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Collective is delighted to present Viewing Structure of the City Observatory a new 
public art commission by artists Simon and Tom Bloor which will be in situ on Calton 
Hill at the City Observatory complex to offer views over the walls.    
 
Designed by William Henry Playfair in 1818, the City Observatory is the birthplace 
of astronomy and timekeeping in Edinburgh. The A-Listed complex is one of 
Edinburgh’s most important historic locations, straddling the Old and New Towns, 
it is a jewel in the UNESCO World Heritage Site. Collective plan to redevelop the 
site and open it to the public for the first time in its history as a new space for 
contemporary visual art, with exhibition, learning, event and gathering spaces. 
 
This structure offers views onto a collection of iconic buildings normally hidden from 
view to the public, including the Transit House, Observatory House, the City Dome, 
the Playfair Monument and assorted ruinous telescope domes, with the City 
Observatory at the centre, a temple to scientific innovation and discovery.  

Simon and Tom Bloor’s collaborative practice focuses on our often ambivalent 
relationship to the construction and use of public space. For this new commission they 
have taken inspiration from the layers of history embodied in the architecture of the 

Image credit: Simon and Tom 
Bloor, Viewing Structure for 
the City Observatory, digital 
model, 2016.   
Courtesy the artists. 
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City Observatory site and its ongoing redevelopment. The focus for the Bloor’s 
installation is a structure illustrated in Robert Barker’s 1792 Panorama of Edinburgh 
from Calton Hill. The panorama captures Edinburgh at a pivotal point in its 
development, spanning from Arthurs Seat, taking in the Old Town, the emerging New 
Town, the busy port at Leith and finally the City Observatory site where the 1775 
Thomas Short Observatory was under construction. Reworking Barker’s image as a 
sculptural ruin and combining it with a temporary scaffold tower the Bloors playfully 
address Collective’s plan to redevelop this complex for a new era. 

Further details about the redevelopment project and how you can support it and our 
work can be found on: www.collectivegallery.net 

Simon and Tom Bloor were born in Birmingham. Creating publicly sited artworks is 
central to their practice; making art that moves beyond the gallery to offer social 
functions out in the wider world, producing their own small world of things within the 
greater one. They have held solo exhibitions at Site Gallery, Sheffield, Whitechapel 
Gallery, London, South London Gallery and Modern Art Oxford. Public art projects 
include: temporary commissions for Southbank Centre, London, Ikon Gallery, 
Birmingham and the Art on the Underground, London; as well as permanent 
commissions in Cambridge and London with Futurecity and in Bristol with Arnolfini 
Gallery/Bristol City Council. They are amongst the founding directors of Eastside 
Projects, Birmingham. 

Notes to Editors   
- Collective is a contemporary visual art organisation that brings people together around 

the production and presentation of new exhibitions, commissions and projects. 
Collective provides artists with the opportunity to make new work and audiences the 
chance to see it here first. We create opportunities for participation, mutual learning 
and dialogue by opening out processes of art production, connecting with other fields 
and encouraging new developments.  

- Working with the City of Edinburgh Council, Collective is redeveloping the City 
Observatory complex as the gallery’s new home, conserving and reinstating the original 
Playfair designs and creating a new-build gallery space and restaurant on the site. The 
Observatory’s telescopes will be interpreted and information and activities on the 
heritage of the site will be available. The grounds will be restored and the entire site will 
be freely open and accessible to the public for the first time in its history. 
www.collectivegallery.net/observatory/vision . Funding is being provided by City of 
Edinburgh Council, Collective, Creative Scotland, Heritage Lottery Fund, Edinburgh 
World Heritage as well as many other Trusts and Foundations. There is now less than 
10% still to raise and Collective has launched a campaign for individual giving. 

- The Robert Barker Panorama from Calton Hill can be viewed at: http://bit.ly/28Q2YAm 
- For more information and images please contact Siobhan Carroll or Lori Anderson:  

siobhan@collectivegallery.net or lori@collectivegallery.net and on +44 (0)131 556 1264 	


